women who otherwise align in their characteristic domain or level of knowing (as indexed by the Women's Ways of Knowing measure). Despite being readily categorized as one kind of knower, for example, each of the eight women in Tafreshi et al.'s study demonstrated characteristics of multiple domains of knowing, suggesting that such domains are not mutually exclusive but compatible with one another. Tafreshi et al.'s paper serves as an elegant introduction to the topics of personal epistemology and of qualitative, person-oriented inquiry, cogently delineating person-oriented, qualitative analyses as complements to existing, aggregate-level (and quantitative) analyses in the literature.
As Tafreshi et al. themselves acknowledge, their current work serves as but a first step toward systematically framing, in person-centered terms, people's beliefs about knowledge and knowing. The extant literature on personal epistemology is not only largely confined to group-level characterizations and analyses, but also to cross-sectional studies of adults, a circumstance that significantly curtails insight into the actual developmental course and construction of personal epistemologies. By only capturing "epistemological development as one snapshot in time," Tafreshi et al.'s current work is likewise limited in the developmental implications that it can draw. Just as aggregate-level analyses fail to elucidate individual variation, so too do single time point, single context analyses of individuals fail to elucidate stability and variability within individuals across time and context, even within a given period of organizational stability in development.
Nonetheless, Tafreshi et al.'s paper usefully sets the stage for future person-centered investigations which will hopefully capitalize on much more extensive samples of intraindividual variation, across real time and context as well as across developmental time. And part of their paper's "stage setting" for future work is conceptual in nature. Tafreshi et al. specifically suggest that their study's results challenge (at least at the level of the individual) the basic conceptual framework that undergirds hierarchical stage models of epistemological development -a framework in which epistemological development "follows a singular developmental trajectory," "is independent of context," and in which later stages of personal epistemological development replace earlier stages by virtue of their increased "sophistication." The authors instead argue for a "situated," nonstage view of epistemological development. Such a view embraces both the potential for cultural and contextual variation in developmental sequencing of different knowing domains as well as the potential for coexistence of multiple knowing domains within any given period of developmental organization. Abandoned is the idea that some domains of knowing are more "sophisticated" than others, to be replaced by a conceptualization of different domains of knowing as local adaptations to different epistemic contexts.
Tafreshi et al. conclude their paper by acknowledging the possible heuristic value of hierarchical stage models "for making aggregate level comparisons" but also by cautioning that such models "do not necessarily speak to the complexity of individual experience." Their conclusion importantly promotes the utility of a multiperspectival approach, with consideration of the strengths and weaknesses that different levels of analysis in our scientific understanding of personal epistemology provide. However, their conclusion also tacitly accepts the ground rules within which conceptual debate in the personal epistemology literature has apparently been framedground rules that effectively reduce hierarchical stage theory to its most reified and extreme conceptualization. I would therefore caution against seeing Tafreshi et al.'s work as a repudiation, writ large, of hierarchical stage theory's value at the level of individual experience; at best, their work demonstrates the limitations of a particular view of stage theory that itself has been largely discredited by many stage theory adherents. Instead, as the field of personal epistemology advances to extend Tafreshi et al.'s person-centered inquiry, it might behoove the field's investigators to reconsider hierarchical stage models of epistemological development through a broadened, more nuanced lens. With this in mind, I offer the following three points for consideration.
First, it is important to remember that a diversity of formulations is subsumed under hierarchical stage theory's aegis. Fifty years ago, Emmerich (1968) published a seminal examination of differential approaches, ipsative analyses, and hierarchical stage (or "classical development theory") approaches to personality development. In his discussion of classical developmental theory, Emmerich explicitly contrasted what he considered "the most radical case" of the hierarchical stage model, in which "attainment of a higher level fundamentally reorganizes and 'displaces' lower levels," with other, more moderate hierarchical stage models, in which "higher levels subsume earlier ones, but the latter remain active and quite capable of taking on a dominant role in normal functioning under certain circumstances" (p. 674). Generally speaking, more moderate hierarchical stage models -and their treatment of stage assignment as a relative designation, concerned with what kind of activity is most representative, modally speaking, of an individual -have supplanted radical stage treatments in developmental theory (Lerner, 2018) . As a consequence, any challenge to the explanatory value of stage theory predicated solely on the basis of empirically invalidating its most radical incarnation treads dangerously closely to a straw man argument. Even if stage theoretical models of epistemological development embody such a radical incarnation, repudiation of such models at the level of individual experience does not in itself speak to the explanatory value of more moderate versions of hierarchical stage theory for understanding individual development.
Second, hierarchical stage theories of development have historically reflected organizational modes of explanation (e.g., formal and final "causes") characteristic of an organismic world view -modes of explanation that appeal to abstraction as a vital means of explanation in its own right (Lerner, 2018; Overton, 1991 Overton, , 2015 Pepper, 1942; Reese & Overton, 1970; Witherington, 2011) . As an organizational mode of explanation, stages specifically abstract a patterning or general organization -a stage -from the variability that comprises a person's various activities across a multitude of contexts. This patterning has explanatory value precisely by virtue of abstracting an invariant characterization of the person, across time and context. Stage sequences embed the current, patterned understanding of a person's activities in terms of a sequence of qualitative reorganizations in the characteristic patterning of the person across developmental time, resulting in the abstraction of a directional sequence from an initial stage of developmental organization to an ideal "end stage" of developmental organization. Again, such diachronic patterning has explanatory value precisely by virtue of abstracting a developmental sequence within which any given level of characteristic patterning can be meaningfully framed.
When stages are viewed in this way -as an organizational mode of explanation, à la formal and final "causes" -the question of whether or not stage characterizations adequately account for contextual variability in an individual's activity and experience simply makes no sense. As abstractions, stage characterizations are necessarily Witherington DOI: 10.1159/000494770 abstracted away from the variability on which they are based and are therefore not designed to account for the particularities of such variability. This does not mean that hierarchical stage theorists -at least those who treat stages as organizational modes of explanation -view development as "independent of context." It merely means that they value the explanatory significance of organizational abstraction as a complement to any focus on the particularities of action in context. The practice of illuminating context-general regularities in people's functioning can be just as beholden to an appreciation for the thorough-going embeddedness of persons in sociocultural contexts as can the practice of illuminating context-specific particularities. When appeals to stages are framed as functional explanations, however -such that stages become reified control structures "inside" an individual that antecede and initiate the individual's actions in the world -then stage theory is readily susceptible to precisely the sorts of challenges that Tafreshi et al. invoke. But such reified takes on stage theory mistakenly conflate organizational modes of explanation with antecedent-consequent modes of explanation, such as efficient and material causes, resulting in conceptual confusion (Chapman, 1988; Lourenco & Machado, 1996) . Classic criticisms of stage theory (e.g., Brainerd, 1978) have themselves been criticized for failing to recognize the conceptual distortion that classic stage theory undergoes when stages are improperly "viewed as the functional antecedents of age-related behaviors" (Chapman, 1988, p. 363) .
Third, the idea that epistemological development "follows a singular developmental trajectory" does not in itself stand in opposition to a view of persons as thoroughly embedded in sociocultural context. Many classic hierarchical stage models assert an invariant ordering to stages not because these models ignore or actively neglect the importance of culture and context but because they are predicated on a theoretical conceptualization of certain prerequisite conditions (earlier stages) providing the necessary groundwork for future conditions (later stages) (Campbell & Richie, 1983) . The development of walking, for example, must necessarily follow, in sequential ordering, the development of standing, no matter the contextual circumstances of one's development, because walking ability first requires the ability to stand. In fact, many classic hierarchical stage models are essentially logical in their construction such that a later stage conceptually -and by definition -presupposes an earlier stage, rendering a reverse ordering of the two logically impossible. Take, for example, Bickhard's approach to cognitive development (or Piaget's approach to reflective abstraction) in which each subsequent stage of knowing in a hierarchy of levels of knowing is conceptualized as making explicit the implicit knowing ability of the preceding stage (Bickhard, 1978; Campbell & Bickhard, 1986) . Arguing for an invariant sequencing of stages is perfectly compatible with an embedding of development in context; it simply constitutes a focus on context-general regularities, rather than on context-specific particularities, within and across people in development. What is critical is how we, as scientists, arrive at those context-general regularities, not that we abstract such regularities. To the extent that we arrive at context-general regularities by first embracing variability in all of its forms -within and between individuals, across time and context -we are on solid scientific footing.
Once we situate our understanding of hierarchical stage theory in these broadened points of consideration, it should become clear that hierarchical stage theory is just as applicable to -and, in fact, fully compatible with -the level of person-centered inquiry as it is to an aggregate-level focus. In fact, for hierarchical stage theory to of-
